
In Q2, the AMI Large Cap Growth strategy outperformed the

Russell 1000 Growth index by 2.21% on a gross basis (1.96% on a

net basis). Security selection drove the outperformance, with asset

allocation a slight drag. Outperforming stock picks in Consumer

Discretionary, Healthcare and Materials were somewhat offset by

underperforming picks in Producer Durables and Technology.

Being overweight Consumer Staples, Energy and Healthcare (which

underperformed the index) and underweight Consumer

Discretionary was partially offset by being overweight Materials

and Financials (which outperformed).
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Top Contributors in Q2

Company Avg. Weight Return Contribution

Walt Disney Co. 3.69% 25.77% 0.83%

Broadridge 3.18% 23.59% 0.71%

Aramark 2.21% 22.45% 0.48%

Mastercard 3.90% 12.51% 0.48%

Starbucks 3.56% 13.29% 0.46%

Bottom Contributors in Q2

Company Avg. Weight Return Contribution

Charles Schwab 3.05% -5.65% -0.23%

Alphabet 3.46% -7.99% -0.29%

SS&C Tech. 2.86% -9.38% -0.29%

Walgreens 0.25% -15.54% -0.32%

3M Co 0.96% -19.48% -0.35%
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Q2 2019* YTD 1 Year 3 Year 5 Year 10 year
Inception 
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AMI Gross 6.85% 19.34% 15.27% 13.38% 10.71% 14.77% 10.90%

AMI Net 6.60% 18.80% 14.16% 12.29% 9.63% 13.66% 9.82%

R1000G 4.64% 21.49% 11.56% 18.07% 13.39% 16.28% 7.27%

S&P 500 4.30% 18.54% 10.42% 14.19% 10.71% 14.70% 7.30%

As seen in the tables below, the top contributors to Q2 performance

were Disney, Broadridge, Aramark, Mastercard and Starbucks.

The bottom contributors to Q2 performance were Charles Schwab,

Alphabet, SS&C Technologies, Walgreens and 3M.

*Please see last page for important disclosures

**Please see last page for important disclosures **Please see last page for important disclosures
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Disney posted solid fiscal Q2 results with strength in Parks and continued

improvement in Cable Networks (ESPN, ABC etc.). The stock reacted well to the

announcement of Disney’s direct-to-consumer streaming service (called Disney+)

which is slated to be launched in November. In addition, Disney’s upcoming

movie slate should bolster the Studio division with Star Wars Land adding to

Parks’ ongoing success.

Broadridge had a good fiscal third quarter and reaffirmed its earnings and revenue

guidance for the full year. The financial back-office operations provider continues

to post solid organic growth while operating margins continue to expand (21% vs.

14% a year ago).

Aramark’s strong quarterly performance was driven by rumors of an acquisition.

While no deal has materialized yet, AMI continues to believe there is substantial

upside from improving the company’s underlying base business through new

customer wins and efficiency gains.

Mastercard reported another solid quarter with sales and earnings growing 9%

and 19%, respectively. Continued growth in electronic commerce and the long-

term shift to card payments are driving growth. AMI believes Mastercard stock is

also benefiting from being a higher growth company in the Financial sector, which

is dominated by slower growing banks and insurance.

Starbucks continues to perform nicely, as global same-store-sales have remained

consistently in the 4% range over the past year, despite fears over an economic

slowdown and increased competition in China. Starbucks has refocused the

business on the company’s core competency – innovative beverages that customers

can enjoy as part of the morning coffee routine or as an afternoon break – which

should drive strong performance over the long-term.
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Top Contributors



Schwab reported strong Q1 results driven by a multi-year asset shift to the higher

margin bank division of the Company and away from lower margin money market

mutual funds. However, Schwab stock fell in Q2 along with interest rates as this

will become a future headwind for the company.

Google’s Q1 was slightly disappointing as revenue growth decelerated below the

key 20% level. While margins did expand, a slowdown in important areas of the

advertising business drew concerns. Management cited some intentional tweaks

of how and when certain ads are displayed on YouTube, thus the deceleration may

be transitory. AMI will be closely monitoring this in addition to the various

reports relating to potential regulatory agency investigations which could also

impact the business.

SS&C’s Q1 was mixed with inline revenue and EPS better-than-expected.

Revenue guidance for the full year was slightly below what some had expected

raising concerns about the company’s ability to grow revenue organically. With

the stock up nearly 50% year-to-date prior to the announced results, investors

took some gains and the stock fell. While much of the synergies from recent M&A

are now complete, the company needs to prove it can continue to grow. AMI

believes the company can indeed grow organically and is generating significant

cash flow with which it can pay down debt, return cash to shareholders and

continue to consolidate the industry.

As discussed in AMI’s Q1 letter, Walgreens’ business deteriorated meaningfully

through the first part of the year, and management was unable to offset

reimbursement challenges with improved efficiency. AMI views these issues as

ongoing and no longer have faith in the management team’s ability to perform

through difficult environments. As a result, we sold the stock.

3M’s Q1 earnings were disappointing, as weakness in China and in the automotive

end markets drove a surprise organic revenue decline and cut to 2019 guidance. In

addition, the potential liabilities from outstanding litigation present a risk that

has become increasingly difficult to quantify. We saw better opportunities

elsewhere and sold the position.
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In Q2, AMI added Ball Corp, Cintas, Kansas City Southern and Lamb Weston. AMI sold FedEx,

and as noted above, Walgreens and 3M.

Ball Corp. is a manufacturer of aluminum cans mainly for use as food and beverage

containers. AMI believes Ball has significant competitive advantages due to the

company’s scale and strategy of opening facilities near its biggest customers.

Growth in aluminum cans is being driven by increased demand for specialty

beverages (seltzers in particular). Furthermore, aluminum is also viewed as a more

sustainable option compared to glass or plastic, which should drive increased

penetration and open new opportunities for Ball in the future.

Cintas is the largest provider of uniform rental and other ancillary services such as

rugs and first-aid etc. to businesses in North America. The company’s scale

advantage (more than 30% market share) drives a superior margin profile relative to

peers. AMI is bullish on the ongoing realization of synergies from the acquisition of

competitor G&K (completed in 2016) as well as the whitespace to win new uniform

rental customers and cross-sell ancillary services to existing customers.

Kansas City Southern is a railroad with broadly-diversified end markets, an

extensive network in the Midwest United States, and exclusive access to key ports in

Mexico. KSU provides global shippers access to lower cost transport into the US.

Moreover, recent cost-saving initiatives should drive operating efficiencies and

margin expansion through 2021. AMI believes the company can sustain mid-teens

earnings growth as volume growth and pricing remain steady.

Lamb Weston is the second largest global manufacturer of processed potatoes,

mainly french fries, with customers including restaurants as well as a presence in

grocery retail. French fries are the most profitable food item on a chain restaurant

menu, with solid underlying demand growth both domestically and from fast food

restaurants expanding into emerging markets. Fears of overcapacity and the

resulting impact on pricing created an opportunity to buy a quality growth staple

leveraged to trends outside of the supermarket.

FedEx had a very difficult fiscal Q3 as the integration of TNT remains a challenge

and a slowdown in China and Europe led the company to reduce earnings guidance.

Moreover, e-commerce has changed the way FedEx customers ship (shorter, less

profitable routes) which led AMI to believe that the resolution of these issues may

take longer than anticipated and AMI exited the position.
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Disclosures
* Performance Disclosures: AMI Asset Management (AMI) is an independent investment management firm

registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission since 1994. Registration does not imply a certain

level of skill or training. AMI provides discretionary asset management services to institutional and

individual clients through separately managed accounts using seven equity and fixed income strategies. The

Domestic Large Cap Growth Composite includes all fully discretionary, fee-paying and non-fee-paying,

taxable and nontaxable households with at least $400,000 in equities on the last day of the previous quarter.

Beginning January 1, 2006, the composite was constructed using client households, as defined, whereas

previously the composite was constructed at the account level. The composite was modified beginning

January 1, 2006, to reflect the increase in our minimum equity balance per household from $100,000 to

$400,000. Returns are presented gross and net of management fees and include the reinvestment of all

income. Gross returns are presented before management fees but after all trading expenses. Net returns are

calculated by deducting an annual fee of 1.0% from the annual gross composite return. Clients should not

assume that managed accounts will attain similar investment performance in the future. All accounts are

individually managed; therefore, returns for separate accounts may be higher or lower than the average

performance stated above. Individual results may vary in the AMI Large Cap Growth Equity Strategy based

upon the (1) individual account asset management fee, and (2) when the client enters and exits investment in

the AMI Large Cap Growth Equity Strategy. The benchmarks we use are the Standard & Poor's 500® Total

Return and the Russell 1000® Growth Index. Indices are unmanaged, and one cannot invest directly in an

index. The Standard & Poor’s 500® Total Return is designed to measure performance of the broad domestic

economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries. It

includes a representative sample of 500 leading companies in leading industries of the U.S. economy. The

S&P 500® Total Return focuses on the large cap segment of the market with over 80% coverage of U.S.

equities. The Russell 1000® Growth Index measures the large-capitalization growth sector of the U.S. equity

market. It is a subset of the Russell 1000® Index. The Index is capitalization-weighted and consists of those

companies, or portion of a company, with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth within the

Russell 1000® Index. To receive a complete list of composite descriptions, contact Katharine Kim at (424)

320-4003, or write AMI Asset Management Corporation, 10866 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 770, Los Angeles,

California 90024, or Katharine@amiassetmanagement.com.

** To receive a description of (1) the calculation’s methodology; and (2) a list showing every holding’s

contribution to the overall composite performance during the measurement period, contact AMI

Asset Management at 424-320-4000. Client holdings are subject to change. The reader should not assume

that (1) an investment in the securities identified was or will be profitable or (2) that the AMI Large Cap

Growth Equity Strategy will hold these stocks in the future. References to specific securities are not intended

as representative of past recommendations by AMI. The securities shown should not be considered

recommendations or solicitations and may not have been, or in the future be, profitable. Investing in equities

may result in a loss of capital. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. A complete list of all buy

and sell recommendations for this strategy within the last 12 months is available upon request. Past

performance is not an indication of future returns. Nothing presented herein is or is intended to constitute

investment advice, and no investment decision should be made based on any information provided herein.

There is a risk of loss from an investment in securities, including the risk of loss of principal. Different types

of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment

will be profitable or suitable for a particular investor's financial situation or risk tolerance. Asset allocation

and portfolio diversification cannot assure or guarantee better performance and cannot eliminate the risk of

investment losses. Accordingly, you should not rely solely on the information contained in these materials in

making any investment decision. This material should not be relied upon as investment advice.
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